Combinatorial determination of sequence specificity for nanomolar DNA-binding hairpin polyamides.
Development of sequence-specific DNA-binding drugs is an important pharmacological goal, given the fact that numerous existing DNA-directed chemotherapeutic drugs rely on the strength and selectivity of their DNA interactions for therapeutic activity. Among the DNA-binding antibiotics, hairpin polyamides represent the only class of small molecules that can practically bind any predetermined DNA sequence. DNA recognition by these ligands depends on their side-by-side amino acid pairings in the DNA minor groove. Extensive studies have revealed that these molecules show extremely high affinity for sequence-directed, minor groove interaction. However, the specificity of such interactions in the presence of a large selection of sequences such as the human genome is not known. We used the combinatorial selection method restriction endonuclease protection, selection, and amplification (REPSA) to determine the DNA binding specificity of two hairpin polyamides, ImPyPyPy-gamma-PyPyPyPy-beta-Dp and ImPyPyPy-gamma-ImPyPyPy-beta-Dp, in the presence of more than 134 million different sequences. These were verified by restriction endonuclease protection assays and DNase I footprinting analysis. Our data showed that both hairpin polyamides preferentially selected DNA sequences having consensus recognition sites as defined by the Dervan pairing rules. These consensus sequences were rather degenerate, as expected, given that the stacked pyrrole-pyrrole amino acid pairs present in both polyamides are unable to discriminate between A.T and T.A base pairs. However, no individual sequence within these degenerate consensus sequences was preferentially selected by REPSA, indicating that these hairpin polyamides are truly consensus-specific DNA-binding ligands. We also discovered a preference for overlapping consensus binding sites among the sequences selected by the hairpin polyamide ImPyPyPy-gamma-PyPyPyPy-beta-Dp, and confirmed by DNase I footprinting that these complex sites provide higher binding affinity. These data suggest that multiple hairpin polyamides can cooperatively bind to their highest-affinity sites.